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Representation of Abstract Quantitative Rules Applied to
Spatial and Numerical Magnitudes in Primate Prefrontal
Cortex
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Processing quantity information based on abstract principles is central to intelligent behavior. Neural correlates of quantitative rule
selectivity have been identified previously in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). However, whether individual neurons represent rules applied to
multiple magnitude types is unknown. We recorded from PFC neurons while monkeys switched between “greater than/less than” rules
applied to spatial and numerical magnitudes. A majority of rule-selective neurons responded only to the quantitative rules applied to one
specific magnitude type. However, another population of neurons generalized the magnitude principle and represented the quantitative
rules related to both magnitudes. This indicates that the primate brain uses rule-selective neurons specialized in guiding decisions related
to a specific magnitude type only, as well as generalizing neurons that respond abstractly to the overarching concept “magnitude rules.”

Introduction
The ability to process quantity information to achieve internally
maintained goals is central to intelligent behavior. One funda-
mental cognitive operation when dealing with magnitudes is to
determine whether one magnitude is greater or less than another.
This pertains to different types of magnitudes such as size and
number. Rules applied to different magnitude types guide adap-
tive decisions in everyday situations of both humans and animals,
be it foraging, mate choice, or social interactions (McComb et al.,
1994; Wilson et al., 2012). Rule-based decisions on magnitude
relations are hallmark operations in science and technology, but
nonverbal precursors of this mental faculty are already found in
nonhuman primates (Cantlon and Brannon, 2005; Bongard and
Nieder, 2010).

The prefrontal cortex (PFC), operating at the apex of the cog-
nitive hierarchy, is needed to implement abstract response strat-
egies required for magnitude-related operations. Damage to the
lateral PFC causes impairments of intricate mental processes re-
lated to numbers (Shallice and Evans, 1978; Smith and Milner,
1984) and other classes of abstract information (Milner, 1963;
Badre et al., 2009). Consequently, PFC deficits resulting in exec-
utive dysfunctioning play a major role in neuropsychiatric disor-
ders (Elliott, 2003; Fuster, 2008). Neurons in monkey PFC
exhibit strategy-related activity (Genovesio et al., 2005; Mansouri
et al., 2007; Tanji and Hoshi, 2008; Tsujimoto et al., 2012) and are

known to be involved in representing rules applied to specific
images (White and Wise, 1999; Wallis et al., 2001; Buckley et al.,
2009; Stoet and Snyder, 2009; Kamigaki et al., 2012) and numer-
osities (Bongard and Nieder, 2010). Neurophysiological studies
so far have investigated rule coding only relative to a single spe-
cific category, such as same-different rules applied to pictures
(Wallis et al., 2001) or “greater than/less than” rules applied to
numerical quantity (Bongard and Nieder, 2010; Vallentin et al.,
2012). In everyday situations, however, a limited number of rule-
selective neurons have to cope with a variety of magnitude prin-
ciples in a goal-directed way.

Here, we explored how neurons in monkeys performing a
rule-switching task encode quantitative rules applied to visuo-
spatial and visuonumerical magnitudes. One hypothesis suggests
that the brain may treat the “greater than/less than” rules applied
to both magnitudes as independent principles; in this case, rules
related to numerical or spatial magnitudes would be encoded
separately (Fig. 1A). Therefore, we would expect different popu-
lations of rule neurons for the two different magnitude types.
Alternatively, the brain might emphasize the overarching con-
cept “magnitude rules” in both protocols; after all, the length of a
line and the number of items in a set both represent abstract
magnitudes to which a general quantitative rule can be applied.
Based on this hypothesis, neurons should represent the general
instruction to choose the smaller amount of magnitude (shorter
lines, fewer items) or the larger amount of magnitude (longer
lines, more items), respectively, regardless of the precise type of
magnitude (Fig. 1B). Of course, a mixture of these extreme hy-
potheses is also conceivable.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Data were collected from two male macaque monkeys (Macaca
mulatta, monkey O: 8 kg; monkey E: 4 kg) that were cared for in accor-
dance with the guidelines for animal experimentation approved by the
Regierungspraesidium Tuebingen, Germany. Both male monkeys were
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trained first on the numerosity comparison followed by the line-length
comparisons. Both monkeys had experimental experience with numeri-
cal stimuli from previous experiments.

Behavioral protocol. The two monkeys learned to perform “greater
than” and “less than” comparisons and flexibly switched between two
different magnitude types (or categories). A monkey initiated a trial by grab-
bing a response bar and fixating a central fixation target (Fig. 2). After a
fixation period of 500 ms, a sample stimulus indicating the reference mag-
nitude value was presented for 500 ms. This sample period was followed by a
1000 ms delay1 period during which the monkey had to remember the type
and value of the sample display. Next, a rule cue (500 ms duration) instructed
the monkey to apply either the “greater than” rule or the “less than” rule. The
rule cue was then followed by a rule delay (delay2, 1000 ms duration) during
which the monkey was informed about the rule at hand, but could not yet
prepare a motor response. Then, a test1 display appeared for 1200 ms; here,
the monkey was required to release the response bar if the “less than” rule
had been cued and the displayed magnitude value was shorter/smaller than
the reference value shown in the sample phase. Conversely, the monkey had
to respond if the test1 display was longer/larger than the reference magnitude
value if the “greater than” rule had been cued. This contingency was true in
50% of the randomized trials. In the other 50% of the trials, the magnitude
value in the test1 period did not match the cued rule; in this case, the monkey
needed to maintain holding the response bar and only release it when the
second test display (test2) was presented. Therefore, chance probability that
either the display in the test1 or test2 period matched the rule instruction was
0.5. Trials were randomized and balanced across all relevant features (i.e.,
spatial and numerical magnitude, “greater than” and “less than” rule, rule
cue modality, sample magnitude values). The monkey could only solve the
task by assessing the magnitude value of the test displays relative to the two
possible magnitude types and the three sample values together with the ap-
propriate rule in any single trial. Eye movements were monitored with an
infrared eye-tracking system (ISCAN) and monkeys were required to keep
their gaze within 1.75° of the fixation target until the test stimulus appeared.

Stimuli. Two different magnitude (or quantity) types were used: the
length of lines and the number of items in a set (numerosities). These
magnitudes were displayed in black on a gray background (diameter: 7°
of visual angle). For each magnitude, three different values were used.
Line-length stimuli included line lengths of 1.2° of visual angle (shorter
test line length � 0.75°, longer test line length � 2°), 2° (1.2°, 3.2°), and
3.2° (2°, 5°), with line thicknesses ranging from 0.06° to 0.36°. For the
numerosity stimuli we presented sample numerosities 3 (smaller test
numerosity � 1, larger test numerosity � 6), 6 (3, 12), and 12 (6, 24). The
dot size and position of each dot was randomized (diameter range: 0.3°–
1.3°). We also tested both monkeys with a third magnitude type, the
spatial frequency of sine-wave gratings. However, the sine-wave gratings
applied to investigate the representation of the sensory magnitude “spa-

tial frequency” were ambiguous; subjects could
either judge the spatial frequency (the number
of cycles per degree) or the wavelength of the
stimuli, which is inversely related to spatial fre-
quency. Thus, the “greater than/less than”
rules were also ambiguous. We therefore ex-
cluded the spatial frequency magnitudes from
the current study and focused on line length
and numerosity stimuli, which are unequivo-
cally defined.

All stimuli were generated anew using MAT-
LAB (MathWorks) for each recording session
to randomly vary the position and thickness/
size of the lines and numerosity dots. To fur-
ther ensure that the monkeys solved the task
based on the relevant quantitative information
and to prevent the animals from exploiting
low-level cues, other covarying features were
controlled. Control magnitude stimuli were
presented together with the standard stimuli
described above in the same session. Dot den-
sity and total pixel area (i.e., contrast) across
numerosities were controlled. Line-length
stimuli were also equated for total pixel area.

Both monkeys were tested with the same magnitude values. To dissociate
the rule-related cellular responses from responses to sensory features of
the rule cue, each rule was signified in two different sensory modalities: a
red circle and a drop of water delivered with a white circle indicated the
“greater than” rule, whereas a blue circle and no water delivered with a
white circle cued the “less than” rule. Therefore, 96 specific trial condi-
tions were tested in every session: 2 magnitude types (line length, numer-
osity), 3 magnitude sample values (e.g., 3, 6, and 12 dots for numerosity),
2 stimulus protocols (standard, control), 2 rules (“greater than”, “less
than”), 2 rule cues (color blue/red, with/without drops of water), and 2
trial types (test1 or test2 correct).

To determine whether the monkeys generalized the different quanti-
tative rules to magnitude values (samples) that had not been used during
training, both monkeys performed the task with new sample stimuli for
each magnitude type before electrophysiological recording. Generaliza-
tion trials included the line length 1.3° (shorter test line length � 0.8°,
longer test line length � 2.08°) and the numerosity 4 (smaller test nu-
merosity � 2, larger test numerosity � 8). Behavioral performance to
generalization trials are shown in Figure 3.

Electrophysiological recordings. Extracellular single-cell activity was re-
corded from the right PFC (centered around the principal sulcus, Brodmann
area 46 and Brodmann area 45) of two behaving rhesus monkeys using
arrays of eight glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes (1 M� impedance)
that were lowered into the brain each day. Custom made microdrives were
used to lower the electrodes, with each drive controlling two electrodes
through a plastic grid with 1 mm spacing. Neurons were recorded randomly;
no prescreening for task-related activity was applied. This gave an unbiased
sample of lateral PFC neurons. The recording chamber was stereotaxically
placed and reconstructed using MRI images of both monkeys. Spikes were
amplified and digitized using the Multichannel Acquisition Processor
(Plexon) and then stored for offline sorting. All single units were sorted
offline (Plexon).

Data analysis. Analysis of spike data and statistical tests were per-
formed using MATLAB. Neuronal data were analyzed over a 700 ms
window starting 500 ms after rule cue offset and pooled across stimulus
(standard vs control) because we did not previously find any effect of
these factors on behavioral and neuronal data (Tudusciuc and Nieder,
2007, 2009; e.g., Bongard and Nieder, 2010; Vallentin et al., 2012). A
three-way ANOVA with the main factors of rule (“greater than” vs “less
than”), rule cue (colors vs water/no water), and sample magnitude value
(three magnitude values for each magnitude type) were performed sep-
arately for both magnitude types. We included neurons that had at least
2 trials for each condition for each of the two magnitude types, and mean
firing rates �1 Hz. Rule-selective neurons showed a significant effect for

Figure 1. Rule-coding hypotheses. Two competing hypotheses can be formulated for the coding of quantitative rules applied to
two magnitude types. A, Hypothesis 1: the brain may treat different rules as independent principles and encode rules related to
numerical or spatial magnitudes separately. B, Hypothesis 2: the brain might emphasize the overarching principle “greater
than/less than” in the two protocols and share neurons that represent the instruction to choose the smaller amount of magnitude
(fewer items, shorter lines) or the larger amount of magnitude (more items, longer lines), respectively.
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main factor rule to one of the magnitude types
and had no interaction with the other main fac-
tors (separately tested for each magnitude type,
p � 0.01).

We investigated whether rule-selective neu-
rons that encoded quantitative rules applied to
more than one single magnitude type occurred
more often than expected by chance. We
used a binomial test to investigate the likeli-
hood of the occurrence and preference con-
gruence of generalizing cells. First, we
assumed that both magnitude types are inde-
pendent. We calculated the theoretical chance
probability that a rule-selective neuron would
encode rules related to both magnitude types
by multiplying the proportions of the rule-
selective neurons for each magnitude type. We
then tested with a binomial test whether the
observed probability of neurons encoding
rules applied to more than one magnitude type
was different from chance expectation.

To determine whether the rule generalizing
cells (“generalists”) preferred the same rule for
both magnitude types (e.g., “greater than”), we
evaluated rule preference congruency for each
cell (i.e., how many cells show the same rule
preference in both magnitude types). To inves-
tigate the coding quality of rule-selective neu-
rons, we performed a receiver-operating-
characteristic (ROC) analysis (Green and
Swets, 1966) over the same 700 ms window
used for the ANOVA for each magnitude type
separately. To characterize the temporal evolu-
tion of individual neurons’ rule selectivity, we
computed a sliding window ROC analysis
moved in 20 ms steps across 100 ms windows.
The time points at which neurons significantly
differentiated the “less than” from the “greater
than” rule (or vice versa) were determined us-
ing a permutation test. For each time window,
we calculated the null distribution by shuffling
the distribution of firing rates for the “greater
than/less than” conditions for each individual
neuron (with 1000 repetitions, p � 0.05) and
assigned them anew to either category
(“greater than” vs “less than”). If three consec-
utive time windows in a row showed significant
p values (i.e., exceeded the 95% upper thresh-
old of the null distribution), we took the time
point of the first significant analysis window as
the neuron’s latency for rule selectivity. Rule
latency could not be determined for two cells
with rule selectivity for line length and two cells
with rule selectivity for numerosity. To com-
pare latency differences between cells that gen-
eralized the rule to both magnitude types
(generalists) and cells that encoded the rule only for a specific magnitude
(“specialists”), we averaged across magnitude type to determine the
mean area under the ROC curve (AUROC) values. For the generalists, we
averaged the mean of the AUROC value of both magnitudes to obtain one
AUROC value for each cell. To derive error AUROC values, we compared
the activity of a “greater than” (“less than”) neuron during correct “greater
than” (“less than”) trials with the activity of the same neuron when the
monkey erroneously chose the smaller (larger) magnitude (n � 9).

Results
Behavioral performance
We trained monkeys to apply quantitative “greater than” and
“less than” rules to two different classes of magnitudes: the length

of a line (continuous spatial magnitude) and numerosity (dis-
crete numerical magnitude). The “greater than” rule required
the monkeys to release the response bar if the first test display
contained a magnitude longer/larger than that in the sample
display, whereas the “less than” rule required the bar release if
the magnitude of the first test display was shorter/smaller compared
with the sample display. A rule cue (i.e., the “relational operator”)
displayed between sample and comparison magnitude informed the
monkey about the valid rule to apply. The magnitude type, magni-
tude value, rule, and rule cue changed unpredictably for each indi-
vidual trial. Figure 2A, B shows the behavioral protocol for the two
different magnitudes.

Figure 2. Task-switching protocol based on quantitative rules. A, Rules applied to magnitude line length. Monkeys grasped a
lever and maintained central fixation throughout the trial until test phase. A sample line length was shown and followed by a
working memory delay (delay1). Then, a rule cue indicated either the “greater than” or “less than” rule. Each rule was indicated by
cues of two different sensory modalities (red circle or white circle with water for the “greater than” rule, blue circle or white circle
without water for the “less than” rule). After a second delay (delay2), a test line length appeared and the monkeys were required
to release the bar if the length of the test line was longer in “greater than” trials and to keep holding the bar if the test length was
shorter. Conversely, the monkeys had to release the bar if the first test image displayed a shorter line length than the sample image
in “less than” trials. B, Rules applied to magnitude numerosity. The same behavioral protocol was used as in A, but monkeys had to
judge whether a test numerosity was greater or less than the sample numerosity based on the rule. In each session, magnitude
types, magnitude values, rules, and rule cues were presented pseudorandomized.
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Both monkeys successfully learned the quantitative “greater
than/less than” rules for the spatial and numerical magnitudes
(Fig. 3). The monkeys were able to choose the smaller or larger
magnitude value for each of the two magnitude types (each mag-
nitude type was shown in three different magnitude values, e.g.,
short, medium, and long line length). The monkeys ignored the
specific visual appearance of the two different magnitude displays
and performed equally well in standard and control conditions
shown for each magnitude type. Average correct performance in
the standard condition for line length and numerosity stimuli
were comparable to the control conditions (total dot area and dot
density controls); all performance rates were significantly above
chance level (p � 0.001, binomial test). Moreover, the animals’
performance was comparable for the two rule cue modalities
(red/blue vs water/no water) and for the two magnitude types
(line length vs numerosity) (Fig. 3).

To ensure that the monkeys followed the quantitative princi-
ple regardless of the absolute value of the sample displays, we
determined whether they generalized the “greater than/less than”
rules to magnitude values within each magnitude domain that
had not been presented in previous learning trials. Figure 3A,B

(open bars) shows that the performance
in these generalization trials for the differ-
ent magnitude types was virtually identi-
cal to that in the reinforced trained trials.
This indicates that the monkeys followed
an abstract “greater than/less than” prin-
ciple regardless of the individual magni-
tude types and values.

Neural activity to different
magnitude rules
We focused on the neural activity during
the second delay (delay2; Fig. 2) because
this is the period when the monkey is in-
formed about the rule to apply, but can-
not yet prepare a motor response due to
the lacking comparison stimulus shown
only in the subsequent test phase. The dis-
charge rates were analyzed separately for
the two different magnitude types during
a 700 ms window starting 500 ms after cue
offset by using a three-way ANOVA with
main factors rule (“greater than” or “less
than”), rule cue modality (visual or tactile),
and magnitude value (smallest, median, or
largest value per magnitude type) (p �
0.01). We recorded a total of 284 ran-
domly selected neurons in the dorsolat-
eral PFC around the principal sulcus.
Overall, we found 24% (68/284) of all re-
corded cells with a significant rule effect
(termed “rule-selective neurons” in the
following) to line-length stimuli, numer-
osity stimuli, or both. �Neurons exhibit-
ing only main effects of factor “sample” or
factor “rule cue” in addition to a main ef-
fect of factor “rule” were included, but
neurons with a significant interaction of
other main factors with factor “rule” were
excluded from the population of 68 rule-
selective neurons (Wallis et al., 2001)�. A
proportion of 19% of all recorded neu-

rons (54/284) were significantly selective to the rules applied to
line length, whereas 13% of all recorded neurons (37/284) re-
sponded to the rules related to numerosity. The frequency of
neurons responsive to rules applied to numerosity or line length
did not differ (p � 0.05, � 2 test). A summary of the results ob-
tained through the three-way ANOVA is listed in Table 1.

Rule generalists versus rule specialists
We next investigated whether rule-selective cells encoded quantita-
tive rules to more than one magnitude type, and if so, whether the
“greater than/less than” rule activity was congruent for both magni-
tudes. Of the 68 rule-selective cells, 66% (45/68) encoded only rules
to one specific magnitude type (applied either to line length or nu-
merosity), but were indifferent for the other magnitude. We called
such rule-selective neurons rule specialists. Figure 4D shows an ex-
ample neuron only differentiating between the “greater than/less
than” rule for line-length stimuli but not for numerosity stimuli and
Figure 4E depicts a neuron that was selective for the numerosity rule,
but was indifferent for the line-length rule.

Interestingly, 34% (23/68) of all rule-selective neurons en-
coded quantitative rules related to both magnitude types. Neu-

Figure 3. Behavioral performance. A, Performance of monkey E (left) and monkey O (right) during electrophysiological record-
ings in the line-length protocol (standard and control protocols pooled). Columns represent percentage correct responses for the
“greater than” and “less than” task. B, Performance for both monkeys in the numerosity protocol. C, Performance of both monkeys
in control and standard trials for the quantitative rules applied to the two different magnitude types.
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rons encoding rules applied to both magnitude types can be
expected by chance. For example, if rule 1 and rule 2 are repre-
sented by 15% of all neurons, chance predicts 2% of the neurons
(0.15 � 0.15) to encode both rule 1 and rule 2. However, we
found more such rule generalists than would have been expected
by chance (p � 0.001, binomial test). Even when considering
only cells that exclusively had a rule effect and no other main
effect, the proportion of rule generalists (20%, 9/45) was still higher
than expected by chance (p � 0.001, binomial test). Figure 4B, C
shows the activity of one of these abstract rule generalists encod-
ing the “greater than/less than” rule to both magnitudes. The
Venn diagram (Fig. 5) depicts the percentages and overlap of
neuron populations encoding rules applied to line length, nu-
merosity, or both. The generalizing neurons not only encoded the
quantitative rules for both magnitudes, they also preferred the
same rule; that is, a neuron discharging higher to the “greater
than” rule in the numerosity protocol also preferred the “greater
than” rule in the line-length task. The preferred rule was encoded
congruently in almost all generalists (22/23; p � 0.001, binomial
test). Therefore, generalists that encode the “greater than” rule
applied to line length also prefer the “greater than” rule applied to
numerosity, and vice versa.

Quality and temporal evolution of rule selectivity
To quantify the quality of rule coding, we applied a ROC analysis
to the neuronal activity in the same 700 ms time window at the
end of the delay2 phase as used for the ANOVA. By convention,
the discharge rates to the “less than” rule were the reference dis-
tribution. Therefore, values of AUROC could range from 0.5 (no
rule information) to 0 (perfect discrimination between “greater
than” and “less than” trials) for the “less than”-selective neurons,
and 1.0 (perfect discrimination between “greater than” and “less
than” trials) for the selective “greater than” neurons. A compar-
ison of AUROC values of “greater than”- and “less than”-coding
cells resulted in bimodal distributions for both magnitude types
(Fig. 6A,B, top). Approximately half of the rule-selective neurons
preferred the “greater than” rule (for line length: 34/54; for nu-
merosity: 19/37), whereas the other half preferred the “less than”
rule (p � 0.05, binomial test).

To compare the quality of rule coding between the two mag-
nitude types, the AUROC values of the “less than” neurons were
subtracted from 1 (1 � AUROC of “less than” neurons) and
pooled with the AUROC values of the “greater than” neurons for
both magnitudes. The coding quality (based on the mean AU-
ROC value) of the two rule-selective neuron populations
(“greater than” and “less than” neurons) were similar for the line

length (0.71 and 0.74, respectively), and numerosity stimuli (0.70
and 0.71, respectively) (for all comparisons p � 0.05, Mann–
Whitney U test). Thus, both “greater than” and “less than” rules
were represented equally frequent and with equal strength for the
two magnitude types. The quality of rule coding between rule
specialists versus rule generalists differed. Mean AUROC values
were significantly higher for rule specialists (mean AUROC �
0.69) compared with rule generalists (mean AUROC � 0.67)
(p � 0.01, Mann–Whitney U test).

In many neurons, rule selectivity evolved over time in the
delay2 phase. To investigate the temporal dynamics of rule selec-
tivity for individual rule-selective neurons, we performed a
sliding-window ROC analysis. To test statistically the time point
at which neurons significantly encoded one rule over the other
(i.e., rule latency) based on sliding AUROC values, we used a
permutation analysis (p � 0.05, permutation test; see data anal-
ysis for details). The neurons in Figure 6A, B (bottom) are sorted
according to rule latency. An increasing number of neurons be-
came selective to the rules with increasing time after rule cue
offset. There was no difference between rule latencies for rules
applied to each magnitude type (p � 0.05, Mann–Whitney U
test, latency could not be determined in four neurons), nor be-
tween rule generalists and rule specialists (p � 0.05, Mann–
Whitney U test). In addition, latencies for each magnitude type
within the generalists were not significantly different from each
other (p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

PFC activity predicts successful rule application
Finally, we examined whether the activity of rule-selective neu-
rons was relevant to task-switching behavior by comparing the
neuronal discharge rates of individual rule-selective cells when
monkeys completed a trial correctly with trials in which the mon-
key chose the wrong test display. If rule-selective neurons corre-
late with the monkeys’ ability to choose the correct magnitude
rule, then rule selectivity should be weakened whenever the mon-
keys make a mistake. Figure 7A shows the neural activity of an
example neuron’s response in correct and error trials. The dis-
charge to the preferred “greater than” rule was not only reduced
during the delay2 phase, but was even reversed (the anti-
preferred “less than” rule elicited higher activity than the pre-
ferred “greater than” rule). We found that coding efficiency
across the population of rule-selective neurons was signifi-
cantly decreased in error trials (mean AUROC value � 0.58)
compared with correct trials (mean AUROC value � 0.70)
(Fig. 7B; p � 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). The AUROC
values in error trials were not significantly different from 0.5
( p � 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). These findings indicate
that rule-coding activity of PFC neurons related to magni-
tudes is behaviorally relevant.

Discussion
We examined how PFC neurons represent quantitative rules ap-
plied to two different types of magnitudes by recording lateral
PFC neurons while monkeys flexibly switched between “greater
than” and “less than” rules. These rules were related to either line
length or numerosity. We found that the majority of rule-
selective neurons encoded rules applied to an individual magni-
tude only. However, significantly more neurons than expected by
chance also represented rules related to both magnitude types
simultaneously.

Rule-switching task applied to magnitudes
To solve the rule-switching task, the monkeys had to rely on
abstract principles of relations between magnitudes regardless of

Table 1. Percentages and numbers (in parenthesis) of all recorded neurons sorted
by main factors and interactions

Number
specialists

Line-length
specialists Generalists All

Rule 6% (17) 10.9% (31) 8.4% (24) 25.4% (72)
Sample 2.8% (8) 5.3% (15) 0.7% (2) 8.8% (25)
Modality 4.6% (13) 3.5% (10) 1.8% (5) 9.9% (28)
Sample*Rule 2.1% (6) 1.1% (3) 0% (0) 3.2% (9)
Sample*Modality 2.5% (7) 1.1% (3) 0% (0) 3.5% (10)
Rule*Modality 2.8% (8) 2.1% (6) 0.7% (2) 5.6% (16)
Sample*Rule*Modality 1.8% (5) 1.8% (5) 0% (0) 3.5% (10)
Rule-selective cells w/o

any rule interaction 4.9% (14) 10.9% (31) 8.1% (23) 23.9% (68)

Neurons are grouped based on their main factors and interactions in the three-way ANOVA ( p � 0.01) during the
analysis interval. Proportions are based on all recorded PFC neurons (n � 284). Note that for all reported analyses,
we used rule-selective neurons that had no interaction with sample or rule cue modality.
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the quantitative values of the sample and test displays and the rule
cue modalities. We (Bongard and Nieder, 2010; Vallentin et al.,
2012) and others (Cantlon and Brannon, 2005) have shown that
monkeys grasp the relations between numerosities and follow
rules applied to them in a goal-directed way. In the present study,
however, the monkeys were required to apply “greater than/less
than” rules to two different magnitude types simultaneously. The
monkeys immediately generalized the “greater than/less than”
rules to novel sample and test displays within each magnitude
type (line length and numerosity). Therefore, behavior was based
on an abstract magnitude principle.

Magnitude codes in the brain
Behavioral studies in humans and monkeys showed that the rep-
resentations of different types of abstract magnitudes share many
psychophysical features, often interfere with one another, and are
thus not completely segregated (Henik and Tzelgov, 1982; Pinel
et al., 2004; Merritt et al., 2010). Functional imaging studies in
humans (Pinel et al., 2004; Castelli et al., 2006; Jacob and Nieder,
2009; Dormal et al., 2012) and monkeys (Onoe et al., 2001) sug-
gest that anatomical vicinity or even a common magnitude sys-
tem (Walsh, 2003) for the representation of abstract quantity in
the parietal and prefrontal association cortices might be respon-
sible for behavioral interference phenomena. Single-cell studies
in monkeys confirmed the close anatomical vicinity of magnitude
representations, both in the posterior parietal cortex (Sawamura
et al., 2002; Nieder and Miller, 2004; Nieder et al., 2006; Tudus-
ciuc and Nieder, 2007) and the dorsolateral PFC (Nieder et al.,
2002; Tudusciuc and Nieder, 2009; Genovesio et al., 2011). Dif-
ferent magnitude types are encoded by functionally overlapping,
anatomically intermingled groups of quantity detectors (Tudus-
ciuc and Nieder, 2007, 2009; Genovesio et al., 2012), resulting in
distributed but overlapping neural coding of magnitude dimen-
sions. In the realm of numerical competence, abstract numero-
sity is encoded by neurons that integrate numerical information
across spatiotemporal presentation formats (Nieder et al.,
2006) and visuoauditory modalities (Nieder, 2012).

Figure 4. Responses of example neurons. A, Lateral view of a monkey brain showing the anatomical location of the recording site. We recorded from the right dorsolateral PFC of two monkeys.
AS indicates arcuate sulcus; CS, central sulcus; LF, lateral fissure; PS, principal sulcus. B, C, Neuronal responses of a generalizing rule-selective example neuron preferring the “less than” rule in the
line-length protocol (left) and the numerosity protocol (right). Top: Neuronal responses plotted as dot-raster histograms (each dot represents an action potential and spike trains are sorted and color
coded according to the rules and rule cues). Bottom: Spike density functions (activity averaged over all trials and smoothed by a 150 ms Gaussian kernel). Rule selectivity was regardless of which cue
signified the rule and which magnitude protocol was used. Only responses to correct trials are shown. D, Neuron that differentiated between rules in trials with line-length stimuli as magnitude, but
not in trials with numerosity stimuli. E, Neuron that was rule selective when the rule was applied to numerosity, but not when the rule was applied to line length.

Figure 5. Proportions of rule-selective neurons. The Venn diagram depicts the percentages
of rule-selective cells for either of the two magnitude types alone (rule specialists) or in con-
junction (rule generalists) relative to all 68 rule-selective neurons.
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PFC neurons encoding
quantitative rules
Important as it is as a first step, the mere
representation of magnitude does not on
its own constitute a cognitive advantage.
After quantities are extracted from sen-
sory input, specifically in the putative pa-
rietal semantic quantification system in
the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus
(Nieder and Dehaene, 2009; Nieder,
2013), they need to be further processed.
As a hallmark of executive functioning
(Miller and Cohen, 2001; Fuster, 2008;
Stoet and Snyder, 2009), different sources
of external and internal information need
to be integrated before quantities can suc-
cessfully influence behavior. To that aim,
information needs to be conveyed to the
PFC operating on a higher hierarchy level.
Flexible grouping of information into be-
haviorally meaningful categories is a car-
dinal function of PFC (Rainer et al., 1998;
Cromer et al., 2010; Roy et al., 2010). In
agreement with these findings, quantity
categories are represented more ab-
stractly in the dorsolateral PFC (Nieder
and Miller, 2004; Diester and Nieder,
2007; Nieder, 2009; Vallentin et al.,
2012, Nieder, 2012).

Here we report that 34% of rule-
selective PFC neurons (23/68) encode
quantitative rules applied to two different
magnitude types simultaneously. The an-
alyzed rule activity in the delay2 phase
represents the neuronal signal of the
abstract quantitative principle (or rule-based
decision) applied to the two magnitude
types because we excluded neurons that
had statistical interactions with either the
rule cue or the sample value. In addition,
this activity cannot be a preparatory mo-
tor signal either because the monkey lacks
the necessary information of the compar-
ison stimulus only displayed in the test1
period to prepare a response. Tsujimoto et
al. (2012) found cells in PFC that encode
strategies (stay and shift) in a modality-
specific manner. However, we (Bongard
and Nieder, 2010; Vallentin et al., 2012)
and others (Wallis et al., 2001) have
shown that the rule is encoded abstractly
in rule-switching tasks (i.e., in a manner
independent of rule cue modality). Error
trial analyses emphasized the behavioral
significance of rule-related activity for
correct “greater than/less than” choices.
The coding quality (reflected by AUROC
values) in the delay2 period was signifi-
cantly reduced whenever the monkeys made response errors.
Therefore, the monkeys’ behavior was error-prone whenever the
neurons’ activity did not properly differentiate between rules.
The causal role of the dorsolateral PFC in task shifting based on
rules has also been demonstrated in lesion (Buckley et al., 2009)

and reversible inactivation studies (Kamigaki et al., 2012); inac-
tivation of dorsolateral PFC selectively impairs performance on
behavioral shifting.

In the present study, 13% of all recorded neurons selec-
tively encoded the quantitative rule applied to numerosity.

Figure 6. Quality and temporal evolution of rule selectivity. A, Top: Frequency histogram of AUROC values of neurons encoding
abstract quantitative rules for line-length stimuli during correct trials. Bottom: Temporal evolution of rule-selective signals in the
delay2 period for the line-length magnitude rule-selective neurons. Each row in the color map represents the time course of
rule-selective coding (AUROC value) for an individual neuron. Neurons are sorted according to their rule preference (“greater than”
rule in red with AUROC values larger than 0.5 and “less than” rule in blue with AUROC values smaller than 0.5) and latency of
significant rule selectivity (white line in the color map). B, Frequency histogram (top) and temporal evolution of AUROC values
(bottom) of rule-selective neurons selective to the numerosity rules.

Figure 7. Behavioral relevance of rule-selective activity. A, Discharge rates of one example neuron during the delay2 period for
correct and error trials. B, Mean AUROC values for error trials compared with correct trials (pooled across magnitudes). Error bars
represent SEM. *p � 0.01.
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This fraction is in good agreement with our earlier findings of
19% of rule-selective neurons in the PFC (Bongard and Nie-
der, 2010; Vallentin et al., 2012). In addition, a similar fraction
(19% of all neurons) represented the “greater than/less than”
rule related to line length. The majority of rule-selective neu-
rons (66%) were rule specialists that only encoded the quan-
titative “greater than/less than” rules applied to a single,
specific (spatial or numerical) magnitude type. Probability
assumptions predict that single rule-selective neurons can be
expected to encode rules to both magnitude types simply by
chance. However, we found that the probability of neurons
encoding rules applied to both tested magnitudes (34%) was
more than expected by chance.

These rule generalists showed significantly lower AUROC val-
ues for the “greater than” and “less than” rule, which might indi-
cate that rule specialists have better rule-coding qualities than
rule generalists. Cromer et al. (2010) found stronger coding
quality in PFC neurons representing two independent cate-
gory distinctions rather than only a single one during a delayed
match-to-category task, which is in contrast to our results. We
found no difference in coding latency between rule generalists
and rule specialists.

Our data suggest a mixed representation of the outlined
extreme hypotheses. The brain reserves a majority of rule spe-
cialists to represent the “greater than/less than” rules applied
to a single magnitude type as independent principles. This is
helpful in processing the specific magnitude category at hand
in a goal-directed way. Conversely, the population of rule gen-
eralists indicates that also the overarching concept “magni-
tude rule” is emphasized. Because these quantitative rule
representations are abstracted beyond the specific details of
quantities, they can easily be generalized and adapted to new
circumstances.

Outlook
The PFC does not process rule-related information in isolation;
rather, strategic behavior seems to require a larger network of
cortical and even subcortical areas (Muhammad et al., 2006). The
premotor cortex, for example, seems to reflect abstract rules even
more strongly than the PFC (Wallis and Miller, 2003; Vallentin et
al., 2012). In addition, neurons in other parts of the frontal lobe,
such as the anterior cingulate cortex (Johnston et al., 2007) or
cingulate motor areas (Vallentin et al., 2012), are also engaged
during rule-guided tasks. A better understanding of the respec-
tive contributions of different brain structures in encoding quan-
titative rules will require direct comparisons of activity patterns
in candidate regions.
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